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219 The Shared and Contrasting Roles of IL2 and IL15 in the Life and Death of Normal and Neoplastic Lymphocytes: Implications for Cancer Therapy
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228 Peptide/MHC Tetramer–Based Sorting of CD8+ T Cells to a Leukemia Antigen Yields Clonotypes Drawn Nonspecifically from an Underlying Restricted Repertoire


Synopsis: Bastid and colleagues show that low-frequency, antigen-specific T-cell responses may be specifically tested using tetramer-based, single-cell sorting and sequencing of the antigen-specific TCRβ clonotypes, and then mapping them onto a patient’s TCRβ to quantify antigen-driven clonal expansion.
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236 Induced PD-L1 Expression Mediates Acquired Resistance to Agonistic Anti-CD40 Treatment

Alfred Zippelius, Jens Schreiner, Petra Herzig, and Philipp Muller

Synopsis: Zippelius and colleagues report that anti-CD40 treatment induces T-cell- and IFNγ-dependent PD-L1 expression on tumor-infiltrating monocytes and macrophages. Consequently, the combination of anti-CD40 therapy with PD-1/PD-L1 blockade elicits effective tumor rejection in mouse models of breast and colon cancer.
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245 CD25 Identifies a Subset of CD4+ FoxP3+ TIL That Are Exhausted Yet Prognostically Favorable in Human Ovarian Cancer

Ronald J. deLeeuw, David R. Kroeger, Sara E. Kost, Pheh-Ping Chang, John R. Webb, and Brad H. Nelson

Synopsis: deLeeuw and colleagues analyzed tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL) in primary high-grade serous ovarian cancer and discovered a novel subset of CD4+ TIL that are strongly associated with patient survival and hence warrant consideration as effector cells for immunotherapy.

254 Inhibition of CD39 Enzymatic Function at the Surface of Tumor Cells Alleviates Their Immunosuppressive Activity

Jeremy Bastid, Anne Regairaz, Nathalie Bonnefoy, Cécile Dénou, Jérôme Giustiniani, Caroline Laheurte, Stéphanie Cochaud, Emilie Laprevotte, Elisa Funck-Brentano, and Jean-François Eliaou

Synopsis: Bastid and colleagues show that CD39 is highly expressed on tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes, tumor stroma, but also on tumor cells; treatment with CD39 inhibitors or blocking antibody alleviated the tumor-induced inhibition of T-cell proliferation and increased CTL- and NK cell–mediated cytotoxicity.

266 Retargeting T Cells to GD2 Pentasaccharide on Human Tumors Using Bispecific Humanized Antibody

Hong Xu, Ming Cheng, Hongjen Guo, Yuedan Chen, Morgan Huse, and Nai-Kong V. Cheung

Synopsis: Xu and colleagues describe a novel, fully humanized, aglycosylated bispecific antibody targeting GD2 pentasaccharide with femtomolar cytotoxic EC50 against cancer cell lines that activates T cells in situ, drives intravenous T cells and monocytes to infiltrate tumor stroma, and ablates neuroblastoma and melanoma xenografts.

278 Resiquimod as an Immunologic Adjuvant for NY-ESO-1 Protein Vaccination in Patients with High-Risk Melanoma

Rachel Lubong Sabado, Anna Pavlick, Sacha Gnajic, Crystal M. Cruz, Isabelita Vengeo, Farah Hasan, Meredith Spadaccia, Farbod Darvishian, Luis Chiriboga, Rose Marie Holman, Juliet Escalon, Caroline Muren, Crystal Escano, Ethel Yepes, Dunbar Sharpe, John P. Vasilakos, Patrick A. Ott, and Nina Bhardwaj

Synopsis: Sabado, Pavlick, and colleagues show that NY-ESO-1 protein in Montanide with or without topical resiquimod is safe, well-tolerated, and induces antibody and CD4 T-cell responses in most patients, but the addition of topical resiquimod is not sufficient to induce consistent NY-ESO-1-specific CD8 T-cell responses.
Impact of NRAS Mutations for Patients with Advanced Melanoma Treated with Immune Therapies

Synopsis: Johnson, Lovly, and colleagues performed a retrospective analysis of clinical outcomes following immunotherapy on 229 patients with melanoma with or without NRAS mutations and report that NRAS mutations in advanced melanoma correlate with increased benefit from immune-based therapies compared with other genetic subtypes.

Requirement for Innate Immunity and CD90⁺ NK1.1⁻ Lymphocytes to Treat Established Melanoma with Chemo-Immunotherapy
Marina Moskalenko, Michael Pan, Yichun Fu, Ellen H. de Moll, Daigo Hashimoto, Arthur Mortha, Marylene Lebowuf, Padmini Jayaraman, Sebastian Bernardo, Andrew G. Sikora, Jedd Wolchok, Nina Bhardwaj, Miriam Merad, and Yvonne Saenger

Synopsis: Moskalenko, Pan, and colleagues show in a B16 melanoma model that tumor clearance from the combined regimen of cytotoxic doses of cyclophosphamide and an antibody targeting melanoma differentiation antigen tyrosine-related protein 1 requires Fcγ receptors and innate CD90⁺ NK1.1⁻ lymphocytes, not classical NK cells.
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